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The Fabric of the Neocortex
he says  100 Tr conections of the neocortex.

shows picture of an ape and Donald Trump

Gap in knowl.  how do billions of neurons work together to proc info.?

analogy with computers:

mid scale in computers:  logic gates and boolean funcitons are mid-level organization  (midway
btwn  transistors and chip)

scales of organizaiton
neurons  then columns then neocortex  in mammal...

there are 6 layer columns...  perform a set of elemenary computations...
are these a mid-scale level of organization..?

two basic types of neurons

excit and inhib  and

spiny and non-spiny..

in his lab:  macaque  visual system...

laminar approach to record  many layers simultan...

also studying mouse

spiny neurons  and non-spiny neurons

OUTLINE for today:
inhibitory  then
excit
then computational principles  (three parts)
*****

topic one:  Inhib  circuits:

Classes of  inhib neurons

classes of  L1 and L2/3  interneurons


chandeliers...

layer 1 interneurons  many types single bouquet and neurogliaform cells

try to dissect microcicuit...


Xialong Jiang...  can do  8 patch clamps simult  with  thing that looks like robot
(similar to BlueBrain setup)

biocidin...


do 8  patch clamp simult... and inject with biocidin...

morphology of interneurons

he shows chandeliers and martinotti cells...

stimulate the martinotti cell  (and it is inhibit to the chandelier cell)  get  IPSC.


he shows martinotti cell inhib  a  neuroglialcell

all these cells make connections among themselves!

(main diagonal is full in connectivity diagram  (what connects to what)

except for martinotti cell... it does NOT go to itself  but
it DOES INHIBIT  evey other cell!!!

he shows  connections among  layer 2/3 cells

NGC to  DBC is also an inhib conneciton but very slow and very diffuse (gaba leaking into a whole local area locally)

martinotti  has a long  axon that goes down and inhibits everything  (a master inhib cell)

layer 5  Martinotti interneurons  also shut down everything...
 synapse with everybody else except themselves...

Martinotti:  master interneurons?

working hypothesis...  when activated  the Martinottis  may change circuit from feedforward to feedback...

red cells  are the Martinotti cells...

Jacob Reimer and Z Jiang... he shows a  mouse runnning on a
 David Tank-type styrofoam ball  and looking at
vertical stripes... while recording from cells...

****

Func  organizaiton of Excitatory circuits  (topic 2)

is there really a column or not???

during development:

ontogenetic microcolumns...

great clip

Pasco Rakic  and others...

he shows develop  of a column...

all those neurons derived from a common ancestor...


now...  is this just a product of development or does it have funciton?

hypothesis... they are func.

use retroviral injections

cells are sisters and are more likely to be connected...

sister cells more likely to have same orientation  (in mice)
(func properties of clonally related cells)

Ohtsuki  2012  studied 500 to 1000 cells  btwn age  p30 andp60


Cathryn Hughes... lineage tracing using Tamoxifen  labelling  using Cre-low system...

neuro-ontogen  begins around e10  in mice...


can see which cells are sisters to one another...


two photon imaging...


bad to do planar imaging....  want to map the whole column

how to do 3d spatial  imaging

record activity of all sister cells

Acousto-optic deflector  AOD

can change angle of beam  using sound waves...

can move  beam in 3d  without  any moving parts...

can record 50K points per second...!!

James Cotton and M Froudarakis...

he shows a clip


once he knows where cells are


great video clip

mouse in front of monitor

now have  cells  flicking on and off

can record simult 600

record  400 cells  at  125  Hz...

high density 3d in vivo recordring...


his student Keith Cordiner  is using CR2...  (chan rhod)

so first label  clonal relationship  (cousins/ sisters)  and
record  in 3d... must  be able to record  3d structures...
must have  single cell resolution.

effect of age on tuning similarity of clonally related neurons...

Cathryn Hughes and dimitri Yantsenko

orientation tuning of clonally related cells


two sisters  did NOT have  same orientation (one was  vertical and other was horizontal)

this is very preliminary...

orientation may not be an impt  property to be studying in mice...

adult  vs young animals

there does NOT seem to be a relation btwn clonal relationship and orientation...

Summary so far...

subtype of interneuron  (Martinottis)  are  master inhibitors
(they are only controlled by  pyrams  but not by others...

and they may be controlling  feedfwd vs feedback;


much harder to study types of excitatory cells...

are they organizaed funcitonally based on clonal relationship... perhaps not..

*****
topic 3:  computational principles

but don't really know what mice are seeing.. but 
a lot easier to do visual  studies on macaques... can test what they are seeing...

statistical regularites in natural images  live in a v low D manifold in space of
all  1000 by 1000 by 8 bit gray scale...

if u change amplitude to  1/f  we still see  image easily  but
if u randomize phase then not recognizable...


Mouse-cam movies...
looks like blair witch project...  on head of a rate as it runs around outside...

then either show natural movies or  phs = phase scrambled movies...

shows a 10 second movie clip to a mouse...

record  from 139 difft cells...

30 difft animals...

shows natural is much more discrim than PHS movies...

what features in nat. image does it  (in those neurons)


no diff in mean, variance...
some incr correl
but  big differ  was in reliability....that was the big difference...
neurons more reliably respond to frames with natl images.. (as opposed to phase scrambled).


how abt sparseness... lifetime  vs population sparseness...


calcium signals are very noisy...  convolution errors;

what is the contribution  (like most valuable variable)  in
predicting  discriminability

answer =>  population sparseness...

in  extreme sparse case  only one neuron would fire

but here...  the trajectory of the firing neurons occupies a larger
region of   state space...

ie  he shows a video  clip


natl image  (in blue)  occupies  a larger region of space than phase scramble image 
 (enables a classifier to do better
cuz data is more spreadout)


bottom line  nature stumbled on an algorithm  that has grad improved...


huge lab:

James Cotton did 2P imaging

collabs  at  Tubingen

he shows a clip of  3d tissue motion tracking...

forrest c:  asks questions abt  hopping recording data  (with laser 2P)
asks abt rigid motion deformation...

planar imaging  vs  3d  imaging... problems...  (forrest was in David Tank;s shop)

Martinottis  are  somatostatin +  cells...

during whisking they are shut down... (they allow feed back to come in)

2 difft types of  NGCs  neurogliaform cells:  layer  2/3  are quite difft from  deeper cells..

v simple nearest neighbor classifier...

Q  how much does this depend on the classifier?

natural images have incr  distances btwn the means...

he scrambled across both  temporal and spatial

